Ultra-Thick Bubble Mailers
Jumbojackets are ultra-thick, lightweight, protective bubble mailers made from a durable, moisture resistant, multi-layer blend
of co-extruded polyethylene film. The exterior film is laminated to an extra high profile 1/2" resilient interior bubble material for
superior cushioning protection and is constructed with a bottom fold and strong side heat seals for superior bursting strength.
The bright white exterior film creates the professional image you are looking for and our pressure sensitive self-seal adhesive
closure system is reliable, tamper-evident and easy to use. Ideal for shipping fragile items such as hardcover books, tablet PCs,
cell phones and cosmetics. Optional dual peel and seal flaps provide e-commerce companies with the perfect solution for
customer returns.
PACzip is available on the Jumbojacket. This allows the mailer to be opened more easily by the recipient
without compromising the integrity of the mailer or the security of the contents in transit.
Stock or Custom Solutions
Plain white Jumbojackets are available in several sizes through our convenient Stock Products Program. Be Different... Brand
your Deliveries! Increase your brand awareness by customizing your package with our six color printing capabilities that enable
us to print even the most complex designs. .
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Ultra-Thick Bubble Mailers
Closure System
The pressure sensitive (self-seal) adhesive closure is reliable and
tamper-evident. The Anti-stat release liner peels off quickly, making
it easy to load contents and seal package when the packing process
needs to be fast and efficient.
Opening System
Unlike a traditional perforation, the PACzip tear strip opens quickly
and easily and does not compromise the security and integrity of the
mailer or its contents.
Material
Multi-layer (co-extruded) polyethylene exterior film laminated to an
extra high profile 1/2" interior bubble material is durable and moisture
resistant with exceptional puncture resistance and tear strength,
providing effective protection for fragile products. The clean, white
aesthetic enhances your corporate image and customer perception
of your product(s).
Construction
The side pouch heat seals and bottom fold construction provides
superior bursting strength. Your contents will remain secure from the
point of origin to the destination.
The Jumbojacket is 100% recyclable.

Cross Section View
1/2" bubble height.

Custom Capabilities
Gain brand recognition and enhance your
corporate image with custom, high-quality
six color printing. Custom sizes are available.
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